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Abstract

Identifying all the required aspects before building a simulation is one of the major difficulties. This may be resolved by incremen-
tal simulation building. However, the simulator must be able to accept new codes into the simulation while the simulation is running. 
Here, I present ZeroOne, a simulation engine which allows for incremental simulation building by monitoring and processing a script 
file for new codes. ZeroOne is licensed under GNU General Public License Version 3.0 for academic and not-for-profit use. 
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Introduction
The Matrix Trilogy has been a subject of many philosophical 

analyses [1-3]. One of the deepest questions raised is on the na-
ture of reality [4] - Are we in a simulation? Are our experiences 
real? Bostrom [5] argues that the possibility that we are living 
in a simulation is high with technological advancements. This is 
known as simulation hypothesis and is supported by Chung [6] 
whom argues that the quantum physics is more consistent with 
digital space (discretized space) rather than continuous space in 
Newtonian mechanics; thus, suggesting that our physical reality 
is simulated. However, Bibeau-Delisle and Gilles Brassard [7] and 
Kipping [8] argue that the possibility that we are living in a simu-
lation is less than 50% if considering that any advanced civiliza-
tion will produce their own simulation [9], resulting in recursive 
simulations. Nevertheless, Hamieh [10] argues that the simulation 
hypothesis can be a useful tool in understanding and testing our 
physical reality.

One of the difficulties in simulation building is trying to identify 
all the required aspects before building the simulation [11,12]. This 
is similar to the Waterfall model [13] with its inherent difficulties 
[14]. Incremental simulation building using patches is increasing 
in popularity in software development [15] and may be suitable for 
simulation building. In Matrix Trilogy, The Merovingian (commonly 
known as the Frenchman) wrote a code in the form of a cake to be 
executed by a patron at Le Vrai restaurant by consumption. Similar-
ly, Oracle might have written her codes in the form of baked cookies 
for Neo. This implies that the simulator must be able to accept new 
codes for execution while the simulation is running.

In this article, I present ZeroOne (name for the Machine City 
in Matrix Trilogy) as a simulation engine which allows for incre-
mental simulation building using patches. Developed in Python 
programming language, the crucial component for loading of new 
codes while the simulation is running is achieved by reloading of a 
monitored module containing the new codes. ZeroOne is available 
at https://github.com/mauriceling/zero_one and is licensed under 
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GNU General Public License Version 3.0 for academic and not-for-
profit use.

Implementation and usage

The core of a simulator is a simulation loop [16-18]. The pur-
pose of the simulation loop in ZeroOne is to execute all the pro-
grams sequentially as each program is defined as a function. Hence, 
the pseudocode for ZeroOne simulator can be defined as

programBag  list of programs

environmentBag  list of parameters

while True:

for ID in programBag:

environmentBagID
 = programBag

ID
(environmentBag

ID
)

timecycle = timecycle + 1

Each element in the environmentBag corresponds to the pa-
rameter used by the corresponding program in the programBag 
by position. When the simulator is executed, two programs (SUAr-
chitect and SUReporter) were loaded into programBag as 
the first and second program respectively. This results in the execu-
tion of SUArchitect and SUReporter at every cycle. Program 
SUReporter prints out the high-level status of the simulation, 
such as the contents of programBag and environmentBag. 
Program SUArchitect monitors a Python script file (denoted 
as architect) for additional codes to load into programBag. 
This is achieved by reloading architect module, and checking 
for new elements in architect.archCode and architect.
archEnv variables. The variables architect.archCode and 
architect.archEnv contain programs to be loaded and its 
parameters, respectively. Therefore, if there are programs in ar-
chitect.archCode that are not in programBag, will load them 
into programBag and its corresponding parameters into envi-
ronmentBag. This allows for the new programs to be executed in 
the next simulation cycle.

Based on this implementation, incremental simulation building 
is essentially a continual coding of programs into architect module. 
When the new program is ready for load and execute in the next 
simulation cycle, the new program and its parameters are loaded 
into architect.archCode and architect.archEnv respec-
tively. Sample codes for architect module is in ZeroOne’s repository 

as trial_architect.py file. Finally, python zeroone.py 

[architect] is the command to start ZeroOne.

Conclusion
ZeroOne is a simulation engine capable of accepting new codes 

while the simulation is running; thus, providing the ability to en-
hance executing simulations incrementally using patches without 
halting and restarting the simulation.

Supplementary Materials
The introduction video for ZeroOne is available at https://bit.

ly/01Demo1.

Data Availability
ZeroOne repository is hosted in GitHub, https://github.com/

mauriceling/zero_one, and licensed under the GNU General Public 
License Version 3.0 for academic and not-for-profit use.
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